Enhanced fluorescence microscopy with the Bull's eye-plasmonic chip.
A Bull's eye-plasmonic chip composed of concentric circles was applied to enhanced fluorescence microscopy. Among one dimensional (1-D), 2-D, and Bull's eye periodic structures, the Bull's eye-plasmonic chip provided the most enhanced fluorescence intensity under the epi-fluorescence microscope, because incident light through the objective lens with all azimuthal angles can be effectively applied to the surface plasmon resonance- field (excitation field) and the plasmon-enhanced emission was also effectively collected. In the fluorescence observation of a single nanoparticle, the enhanced fluorescence images for a microsphere with ϕ 2 μm and a nanosphere with ϕ 200 nm were observed. For the nanospheres with ϕ 40 and 20 nm, the fluorescence image, which was undetectable on a glass slide, was observed in a spatial resolution of roughly diffraction limit on the Bull's eye-plasmonic chip. Furthermore, the use of an appropriate pinhole at the aperture stop in the incident optical system improved the fluorescence enhancement. The applicability of a Bull's eye-plasmonic chip to fluorescence imaging was demonstrated.